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In this dissertation, a new num erical method, “ Wave Confinem ent” ( WC), is  
developed to ef ficiently solve the  linear wav e equation.  This is sim ilar to the 
originally developed “Vorticity Confinement” method for fluid mechanics problems. 
It involves modification of the discrete wave equation by adding an extra nonlinear 
term that can accu rately propagate the puls es fo r long  dis tances without numerical 
dispersion/diffusion. These pulses are propagated as stable codimension-one surfaces 
and do not suffer phase shift or a mplitude exchange in spite of nonlinearity.  The  
pulses remain thin unlike c onventional higher order num erical schemes, which only 
converge as N (number of grid cells across the pulse) becomes large. The additional 
term does not interfere with conservation of the important integral quantities such as 
total a mplitude, c entroid. Al so, pr operties li ke va rying i ndex of  r efraction, 
diffraction, multiple reflections are included and tested. 
 
The generated short pulses can be best described as solitary waves, which can 
recover the shape after a collis ion due to  non destructive inte raction between th e 
pulses. W ithin the pu lse, the d issipative effects due to the num erical errors  are 
balanced with those of  nonlinea rity and th e pulse will its their origin al f orm and 
speed even  after m any collisions.  The pulse  is also u sed as a carrier wav e to 
propagate other properties such as dire ction. Wave equation solutions in the high 
frequency approxim ation can be generated using the carrier wave approach. W C, 
together with Keller’s Approximation is then used to capture diffraction effects fro m 
a straight edge. 
  
Scattering over complex bodies can be modeled with no use of complicated adaptive 
grid generation schem es around the bodies. The confinem ent term  s moothens the 
boundary and prevents stair casing effects but the boundary remains thin. Validation 
studies have been perform ed for a num ber of real flow m odels and compared to the 
exact so lutions. It is o bserved th at the solutions m atch quite well with the exac t 
solution. A new approximation for long range propagation of high frequency waves, 
the “Local Parabolic Method”, is introduced. There is a wide range of applications 
such as radio wave propagation, cell phone  communications, targ et detection, etc. 
This approxim ation has a num ber of a dvantages over the existing paraxial 
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The main objective of this dissertation is to develop a new and efficient algorithm  to 
accurately solve the linear wave equ ation. The idea com es from an already existing  
method “Vorticity Confinem ent” (VC), wh ich was developed for a vast range of 
fluid dynamics problems [1]. Hence , the new method “Wave Confinement” (WC) is 
named after the existing approximation (VC). The linear wave equation can describe 
different classes of wave phenom ena.  Su ch class es include acou stics, electro-
magnetics, m icrowave theory, etc. This dis sertation focuses on scalar wave 
propagation over long distances. Effects to be accommodated include variation of the 
index of refraction, m ultiple scattering from  complex surfaces, and  so me cases of 
diffraction. 
 
1.1 Motivation and Historical Background 
 
To begin with, a brief historical backgr ound of the exploration and exploitation of 
the wave equation is discussed. The grasp over the w ave equation has been 
continually broadened by great m inds to m ake it m ore and more powerful. A lot of  
effort has been expended to handle the pr oblems of computing the wave equation. 
The basic nature of the wave equation is propagation of a dist urbance through space 
and tim e. There has been a lo t of research done to deri ve solutions to the wave 
equation, which goes way back to the 1700’s. A solution for wave equation was first  
published by Jean le Rond d’Alembert in  1747. His article contains the first 
appearance of the wave equa tion in print. A little la ter, in 1748, Leonhard Euler 
presented a new approach in deriving a soluti on. He first noticed that the solution to 
the wave e quation is s olely depen dent on the  initial con ditions. He extended th e 
concept of the Taylor series (develope d by Brook Taylor in 1712) by deducing a 
solution by superposition of Taylor overtone s. This led Daniel Bernou lli, in 1753 to  
claim that a general so lution can also be  expre ssed by an inf inite trig onometric 
series. Above all, Jean-Baptiste-Joseph Fourier achieved the breakthrough. In 1807, 
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he used trigonom etric series and developed functions in the series nam ed after him . 
There are many other milestones in the later history of wave equation solutions.  
 
One of the m ost significant m ilestones ha s com e with the advent of modern 
computers, numerical techniques to solve th e wave equation were  first brought into 
practice around the 1970s. A lot of effort has been expended to solve com plex 
problems for which analytical solutions  do not exist. For m any cases involving 
variations in properties, the partial differential equ ation (pde) becom es too 
complicated to be solved by explicit analytic formulae. The inability to derive closed 
form solutions for the wave equation is overcom e by num erical approxim ations, 
which have been very useful for propaga ting quantitative inform ation and also to 
understand the solutions qualitatively. It is  im portant to unders tand that num erical 
methods are not just about solving finite difference equations for a discrete system . 
Much attention has to be paid to the e ssential physics of the problem . For exam ple, 
the solu tion has to cons erve the importan t quantities that descri be the propagation. 
Higher order schem es have been introduced  to reduce th e error estim ates but the 
error d epends strongly on the wavelength. Th e accuracy of higher order schem es 
increases as the num ber of points across the pulse becomes relatively large. As the 
present study is more involved in treating a number of short waves, propagating long 
distances on feasible computational grids, the propagating functions cannot be m ore 
than 2–3 cells wide, and hence higher order schem es are not useful. A new  
approximation has been derived to solve th e linear wave equation, while keeping in 
mind the importan t quantities such a s total am plitude and ce ntroid speed. Also, the 
new m ethod can propagate thin pulses on a grid with no disc retization errors 
(produced due to discretization of partial differential equation). 
   
 
1.2 Related Methods 
 
Some of the already existing m ethods that  are in use to tr eat wave propagation 
problems are briefly discussed to provide  an introduction to the newly developed 
WC with respect to the m. This is required to u nderstand the limitations of existing 
methods and at the sam e ti me, to provi de advantages of WC under certain 




In the high frequency approxim ation, Eikona l m ethods give fairly good results. 
Multiple arriva l tim es and caustics can  als o be accommodated using recen t 
developments [2]. These m ethods require extra independent variables and com plex 
data management schemes. On the other hand, WC can treat short wavelength effects 
beyond the capabilities of Eikonal m ethods. Multiple reflections, inclu ding multiple 
scattering from surfaces and ducts (for med due to a vary ing index of refraction) a re 
accurately com puted. In  m any such cases,  th e source (antenna) will b e relatively 
small com pared to th e dom ain of importan ce. To accurately capture th e effects of 
antennae, th e physical space has to  be div ided into separate regions that can  be 
computed s equentially – such as the regi on n ear the antenna and the far field . 
Propagation through multiple grids is ach ieved with no ano malous reflections from 
grid interfaces. This feature can  be  used by W C to easily decom pose the  
computational dom ain i nto separate dom ains, which can be treated sequentially, 
thereby greatly reducing m emory requirem ents and allowing parallel com putation. 
This does n ot appea r to be f easible with  straightforward im plementations of the 
Lippmann Schwinger integral equation approaches [3], where each region of space is 
connected to other regions by a Green’s  function (assum ing varying index of 
refraction).  
 
Another high frequency approxim ation is the Ray Tracing technique, which is a 
Lagrangian m ethod, treating all surfaces as  a large num ber of m arkers, which are  
propagated by solving ordinary differentia l equations or, for constant index of 
refraction, by using algebrai c functions [4]. Ray Tracing m ethods become complex 
due to the difficulty in cap turing diverging functions. Also, these m ethods cannot 
capture interference and diffraction effects.  A convenient struct ured computational 
grid is used in W C, which does not have  any special data handling requirem ents. 
This grid is suitable for representing variations in the index of refraction, topographic 
boundary conditions and the geometries of scattering objects. Also, transmission and 
scattering amplitudes and phases, if they ar e to be useful, should be represented on a 
convenient, structured  grid. This  will be n ecessary to  accom plish one of our 
objectives –  to develop  a transm ission “m ap” that can b e used in real-tim e to  
interpolate these quantities on to an aircraft flight path  that is not known beforehand. 
Ray tracing m ethods do not lend them selves easily to such interpolation [5]. Also, 







1.3 Plan of Dissertation 
 
To start with, a brief plan of this di ssertation is provided. The new method “W ave 
Confinement” is developed to propagate th in waves as solitary waves over arbitrary 
distances accurately.  
 
First, in Chapter 2, the WC m ethod is exam ined using the sim plest one sided wave 
equation. A  qualitativ e and quantitative stud y of param eters that affect the  
convergence is also described. A nonlinea r pde for m of WC is de rived and 
investigated. Also, physical and num erical properties of W C are studied. Test cases 
are used to demonstrate the capability (pros and cons) of this new method.  
 
WC is then applied to the full wave equation in Chapter 3. Num erical experiments 
have been perform ed to study the behavior  of WC.  I mportant phenomena of wave 
propagation such as wave interactions and wave reflection s are  investig ated. 
Formulations in higher dimensions and their solutions are discussed.  
 
In Chapter 4, various test cases involving the treatment of realistic prob lems such as 
scattering, refraction, and reflection from  complex boundaries are sim ulated and 
tested. The WC results are com pared to Lagrangian m arkers com puted using Ray 
Tracing techniques for validation purpose. The advantages of WC over Ray Tracing 
methods are exam ined. Also, transition of  the WC to and from  Ray Tracing is 
studied and discussed (This m ay not be n ecessary but m ay be desired for use with 
existing codes). Results are presented to demonstrate the smooth transition. 
 
The tim e dom ain wave fronts were used to  generate constant phase contours. The 
procedure to reproduce them  for the Helm holtz equation is explained in Chapter 5. 
Also, the formulation required to capture the arrival times is presented and discussed. 
The new method is also used to propagat e important wave properties by m eans of a  
carrier wave, and the res ults are dis cussed in Ch apter 5. The carrier wav e acts as a 
wave packet, which has the necessary in formation to describe the propagated 
quantities. This property is used to gene rate sharp shadows a nd, along with Keller’s 
approximation, knife edge diffraction is sim ulated. These properties are also used in 
another new approxim ation: “Locally Pa rabolic Meth od” (LPM) , to c apture 
interference. Simple test cases such as propagation at higher a ngles and diffraction 
from a single slit are simulated and tested. The new approximation is developed from 
an already existing Standard Parabolic or Paraxial Method [6]. The existing paraxial 
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approximation, which can only propagate info rmation in a pre-defined direction, is 
improved and extended to treat arbitrary propagation directions. The results are 
demonstrated and discussed in Chapter 5.  
 
Atmospheric properties such as va rying index of refraction and m ultiple reflections 
from complex boundaries are included in the formulation. Finally, even though a lot 
of study has been already done, there is still scope for futu re developments due to its 
vast applications in various fields. Techniques used in th is project sho uld lead to 







A new method to propagate scalar “sheets” with thin delta function-like profiles is 
developed. The idea is to “capture” thin features directly on a computational grid by 
using discretized equations. This is similar to shock capturing (as opposed to “shock 
fitting” that uses markers to define the geometry), which goes back to the work of 
Lax and others [7]. The main objective of this chapter is to provide the basic 
derivation and principles of the newly developed numerical method, “Wave 
Confinement” (WC), in order to better understand the numerical and physical 
properties of the method. These thin features are treated as nonlinear solitary waves 
that can propagate on the computational lattice indefinitely with no numerical 
dissipation. Both for the sake of brevity and simplicity, the linear wave equation in 
one dimension is first studied. However, applications to higher dimensions are 
provided in later chapters.  
 













t x t x
φ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞− + =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
 2.2
 
with general solution ( d’Alembert’s solution) as ( ) ( )f x ct g x ctφ = + + − where f  and 
g are arbitrary functions advecting in the forward and backward directions 
respectively. Because the wave equation is linear, each of these functions can in turn 
be the sum of many functions of the arguments ctx ± . To make it more 
straightforward and easy to understand the characteristics of the method, it is 
important to first start the study of wave phenomena with the one direction (one 
sided) wave equation. Solution to the full wave equation is discussed in Chapter 3.  
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The emphasis in this chapter is primarily on presenting the newly developed method 
(WC) in detail. 
 




Let us consider a scalar field, φ , which satisfies the one sided wave equation 














Evidently, if the above equation is numerically solved using a conventional, discrete 
finite difference scheme, it tends to develop discretization errors. The conventional 
Eulerian schemes [8] suffer dissipation no matter what the order is. Many higher 
order schemes have been proposed to reduce the numerical diffusion/dispersion, but 
they only reduce the error if the number of grid points across the pulse, N is 
relatively large. As the present work involves treating thin pulses ~ 2–3 grid cells in 
size, the method is not necessarily going to be more accurate with increasing order. 
To keep the pulse confined on the discrete domain, numerical dissipation/dispersion 
must be counter-acted by adding a new term to the advection equation that will not 
interfere with the essential properties of the pulse. This term is called the 
“Confinement” term and hence the method is named “Wave Confinement” (WC). 
Ideas of adding extra terms to prevent numerical dissipation were previously 
proposed by Harten [9] to capture 1D contact discontinuities in compressible flows. 
The discretized form can only conserve a limited number of physical quantities of 
the pulse corresponding to the limited number of grid nodes across the pulse. Here, 
these are taken to include total amplitude at each grid point and the centroid speed. 






















= . The idea is that the second order form of F acts as a “pulse 
shaping” term and, as long as 0F →  as x →∞ , the quantities of interest are 
conserved. A simple form of F can be taken as 
 
 F μ φ ε′ ′= − Φ ,   2.5
 
where μ′ , ε ′ . Here, constants and Φ  is the harmonic mean given as 
 
 3( ) 1 1 1
( ) ( ) ( )
x







where h is the distance between two points, which tends to zero in the continuous 
limit. The confinement term is chosen such that it acts as an “expansion” or positive 
diffusion for shorter wavelengths and a “contraction” or negative diffusion for longer 
wavelengths. Also, the method must have a nonlinear term, otherwise some modes 
will decouple and diverge. The nonlinear term prevents the amplitude to escape to 
long wavelengths and can keep the pulse confined to a few grid cells. 
 
2.1.2 WC as a Nonlinear Partial Differential Equation 
 
To better understand the properties of the WC method, the harmonic mean, Φ , given 
in equation (2.6) is approximated as a partial differential equation. The Taylor 
expansions for ( )x hφ +  and ( )x hφ −  to second order are  
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2!
hx h x h x xφ φ φ φ′ ′′+ = + + , 
2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2!
hx h x h x xφ φ φ φ′ ′′− = − + , 
2.7
 
where φφ x∂=′ , φφ
2
x∂=′′ . By substituting the Taylor expansions into equation (2.6), 
and neglecting the higher order terms, the nonlinear term, Φ , is then approximated 
as 
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h h hφ φ φ φ φφ
φ φ φ
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Φ = − + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟





where 0h →  in continuous limit and terms of the order 4h can be neglected. Using 













22 2 xxxxt c ,   2.9
 




= . All the parameters, μ′ , ε ′ , α , andλ , are chosen to be 
positive. When 0φ = , the above equation fails but, it is important to note that the 
discretized form of equation (2.9) used for computations is given in equation (2.19). 
The harmonic mean in equation (2.109) is still finite for 0φ = . 
 
Equation (2.9) describes the conservation of the following integral quantities:  
total amplitude, 
 
 ∫= dxAT φ ,   2.10
 







= ∫ , 2.11
 





x ∫= φˆ . 2.12
 
It is important to note that all the terms in equation (2.9) are homogenous of degree 
one unlike many non-linear equations, which use non-homogenous terms for the 
nonlinear term [10]. Thus, the confinement does not depend on the scale of the 
quantity to be convected (which is, of course, a property of the original linear 
equation (2.1)). Defining the confinement term in the equation (2.9) as  the sum of 




 0 1 2E E E E= + + , 2.13
 












. It is interesting that the role 
of the second order term ( 0E ) in equation (2.13) is different from typical nonlinear 
pde's studied, such as KdV, that harbor solitary waves: In these, the linear second 
order term is the “expansion” term, and the “contraction”, or “steepener” term is the 
nonlinear Burgers-like convection: ( 2/2φx∂ ). In WC, the linear second order term, 
0E , contracts the pulse and the nonlinear term, 2E , prevents φ  from changing sign 
and transfers amplitude from long wavelength to short, and the fourth order term, 
1E , acts as a diffusion for short wavelengths and prevents the solution from 
diverging. The amplitude imparted to the field by the WC terms remains confined 
and propagated as stable wave packets without dispersion/diffusion. The appearance 
of φ  in the denominator of equation (2.9) makes 2E  diverge as φ→0. This prevents 
φ  from changing sign. Since the total amplitude, TA , is conserved, the integral of φ  
over any finite region cannot then diverge. In the discretized version defined in 
Section 2.2, none of the grid values can diverge in appropriate ranges of α  and λ . 
This ensures realizability if φ  is a physical quantity. Smolarkiewicz [11] also has 
rearranged the discretized convection equation so that there is such a term in the 
denominator for this reason. 
 












xxxt c ,   2.14
 
where 1ψ φ= . In the convecting frame, ctx −=ξ , the above pde simply reduces to 















 02 =∂+− ψλαψ ξ . 2.16
 
It can be seen that the above equation is similar to the simplest form of Sturm-
Liouville eigenvalue equation with β α λ= . The solution to the equation (2.16) 
will then be of the form, 
 
 ( )βξβξψ −+= eeC1 . 2.17
 
Then the solution for φ  is 
 
 [ ]( )sechAφ β ξ= , 2.18
 





Using first order upwind in time and second order centered in space, the discretized 
form of equation (2.4) is written as 
 




where 2 1 12
n n n n
j j j j jF F F Fδ + −= − + , h
tcΔ
=ν  , tΔ  is the time step and h  is the grid cell 
size. Even on the discrete domain, the confinement term, F, conserves the essential 
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εε , μ′  is a diffusion coefficient and ε ′  is the confinement 
coefficient. ε ′  along with μ′ , control the width and rate of convergence of the pulse, 
and Ф is the nonlinear harmonic mean of N (including N–1 neighboring nodes) grid 

































Equation (2.19) would simply reduce to the Euler explicit form, which is 
unconditionally unstable when 0=ε  and 0=μ . The two (positive) parameters, ε  
and μ , are determined by the requirements for convergence, such that the small 
features relax to their solitary wave shape in a small number of time steps and can 
have an effective support (to have a significant magnitude) of a small number of grid 
cells. In the semi-discrete limit, the scalar field φ  relaxes to a definite shape as 
derived in Section 2.2.1. In the moving frame ( 0=ν ), equation (2.19) reduces to a 
discrete heat equation,  
 
 1 2n n n
j j j jFφ φ δ
+ = +   2.24
 
that simulates the stationary pulse. At convergence, the positive and negative 
artificial dissipation terms are balanced with the nonlinearity to produce stable pulses 
that can stay confined and structurally stable to numerical perturbations (caused, for 






At convergence, 02 →Fjδ , 0F →  and ( ) 0μφ ε− Φ → . If N = 3 in the harmonic 
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Solutions to equation (2.25) that satisfy the boundary conditions: 0→F , ∞→j  
are of the form, 
 
 [ ]0sech ( )A j jφ γ→ − ,   2.26
 
where 0j  is the approximate position of the centroid. Here, γ  is a pulse width 
coefficient and is determined by substituting equation (2.26) into (2.25): 
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εb . The solution is real if 042 >−b  and this requires that 1ε μ ≥ .  
If 0=ε , F acts as a positive diffusion for all wavelengths and the solution decays. 
When 0=μ ,  the solution becomes unstable even if 0ε = . So, a minimal amount of 
diffusion is essential for the stability purpose. If εμ ≤ ,  F acts as negative diffusion 
for longer wavelengths so that the features remain confined and stable to 





2.3.1 Stationary Pulse  
 
For the evaluation of the scheme and to demonstrate the efficient properties of the 
WC method, a number of tests are performed and presented. To show convergence, a 
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, 2.31
 
with parameters 0=ν , 3.0=ε , 2.0=μ  and 0 128j =  is simulated on a grid of 256 
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When the solution reaches convergence, the pulse is relaxed to a hyperbolic secant 
given by equation (2.26). In Figure 2.1a, the solid line is the algebraically calculated 
hyperbolic secant with width given by equation (2.30), and the points are computed 
using equation (2.32). For better comparison, the normalized function, Aφ  is plotted 
against the hyperbolic secant. It can be clearly seen that the solution matches quite 
well with the analytically calculated hyperbolic secant. The difference between 
analytical and converged WC solutions is shown in Figure 2.1b, which appears to be 







(b)                                                 (c) 
 
Figure 2.1: Pulse simulation using equation (2.32). The initial conditions for this 
computation are defined in equation (2.31). 
a) Comparison to exact 
b) Error of converged solution 










Figure 2.2: Comparison to higher order method. The pulse is propagated for 100 time 











discretized form of equation (2.3) is solved using a higher order method, the solution 
quickly spreads to a large number of grid points. It can be seen in Figure 2.2 that the 
solution from a higher order method spreads by large amount after only 100 times 
steps, but the confinement method keeps the pulse compact.  
 
The width of the converged solution is independent of the initial width (although 
restricted to delta function-like forms). For example, for a constant μ  and ε , the 
solution will converge to equation (2.26) with a final pulse width coefficient, fγ  
(which is only dependent on the parameters, μ  and ε ). The above statement is 
demonstrated using the initial condition, 
 
 [ ]0 0 0sech ( ) at 0j A j j nφ γ= − = ,   2.33
 
 for different values of 0γ , which is a measure of initial width, 2.0=μ  and 3.0=ε , 
and therefore 1588.1=fγ  from equation (2.30). In Figures 2.3a, 2.3b, and 2.4a, 0γ = 
0.75, 1.5, 2.5 respectively. The computed solutions from equation (2.32), φ  and 
A
φ , 
are plotted against an exact hyperbolic secant of final width coefficient, fγ  . It can 
be seen that WC solution converges to a hyperbolic secant of the same coefficient 
fγ  for all initial 0γ  values tested. The final solution converges to 
 
 
0sech ( )j f fA j jφ γ⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦ , 2.34
 
where the converged amplitude factor, fA , in equation (2.34) is dependent on the 
initial conditions.  It is already known that the total amplitude, TA  , stays constant 
throughout the entire computation as can be seen in Figure (2.4b). In the continuous 























Figure 2.3: Comparison to analytically computed hyperbolic secant.  
a)   75.00 =γ , 3.0=ε , 2.0=μ  








Figure 2.4: WC computation for different pulse width coefficients. 
(a) 5.20 =γ , 3.0=ε , 2.0=μ . 
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Equation (2.37) is validated for different pulse width coefficients and presented in 
Table 2.1. fA  is computed using the above equation (2.37) and WCA is computed 
using WC. The error of WCA  compared to fA  can be seen to be quite low and 
computed values from WC match quite well with values calculated using equation 
(2.37). 
 
The convergence of φ  can be shown in a simpler way when F is further reduced to, 
 











Therefore the discretized heat equation in simpler form is given as, 
 
 1 2 ( )n n nj j j jφ φ δ α γ φ+ = + .   2.40
 
At convergence, 0)( ≈γα . For an initial width coefficient, 0 0.75γ = , the pulse in 
equation (2.33) is computed and the value of γ  is plotted for each time step in Figure 
2.5a. It is obvious that the width coefficient converges to fγ as defined in equation 
(2.30). The value ( )α γ  defined in equation (2.39) is shown in Figure 2.5b. When the 


















0γ  cA  WCA  fA  f WCA A−  
0.25 12.566 4.6346 4.5906 0.044 
0.5 6.2831 2.3237 2.3157 0.008 
0.75 4.188 1.5455 1.5447 0.0008 
1.0 3.1422 1.1581 1.1590 0.0009 
1.5 2.1060 0.77686 0.7768 0.00006 
2 1.6163 0.59614 0.5961 0.00004 
2.5 1.3555 0.49998 0.49999 0.00001 
 
 

















Figure 2.5: Convergence 
(a) Pulse width converges approximately to γ  given by equation (2.30) 




2.3.1 Convecting Pulse  
 
When 0≠ν , the discrete form of the convection is given as, 
 
 ( )1 21 12
n n n n n
j j j j j jF
νφ φ φ φ δ+ + −= − − + .   2.41
 
The solution of the above equation  is approximately a hyperbolic secant defined as, 
 
 [ ]0( )sechnj A j j vnφ γ→ − −    2.42
 
where nν  is the phase due to convection and 0j  is the initial position of the centroid. 
It is shown in Figure 2.6a that the pulse propagates on the lattice for long distances 
accurately with no systematic increase in numerical errors. Initial conditions used for 
this computation are the same as equation (2.31). The computation is done on 128 
grid points with periodic boundary conditions to approximate an infinite domain.  
The pulse is plotted for two different times to show its accuracy (no increase in 
numerical errors).  For this test case, the coefficients used are 3.0=ε , 2.0=μ  and 
23.0=ν . It can be seen that the pulse “lives” on the grid even after many time steps. 
Further, the solution remains stable for a wide range of ε . The conservation of total 
amplitude and centroid speed are shown in Figures 2.6b and 2.7a respectively. 
 
The pulse from equation (2.41) is plotted in a co-moving frame and compared to the 
solution from equation (2.26). As can be seen in Figure 2.7b, the converged solution 
does not exactly satisfy equation (2.26). This is due to the dispersion that is produced 
from the centered difference scheme used for convection term in equation (2.41). For 
a smooth solution, the artificial diffusion in the confinement term counteracts the 
effect of dispersion, resulting in the reduction of the effective diffusion coefficient, 





>~ . The same kind of behavior is observed 
when the upwind scheme, which is highly diffusive, is used for convection. More 














Figure 2.6: The pulse is simulated using equation (2.41). The initial conditions are 
defined in equation (2.31) and 23.0=ν , 3.0=ε , 2.0=μ . 
a) The solid line is the pulse at time (n) = 700 and the dashed line is at n = 7000 








Fig.2.7: Convergence of a convecting pulse  
a) Centroid speed, ν , is plotted for 7000 time steps 





The amount of confinement is defined in 2 steps as below: 
 
 Convection Step: ( )njnjnjj 11* 2 −+ −−= φφ
νφφ  
Confinement Step: 1 * 2 *( )nj j j jFφ φ δ φ+ = + . 
2.43
 
The confinement step is repeated depending on the convergence that has to be 
achieved. It is important to not forget that the repetition of the confinement step does 
not affect the essential integral quantities. However, it plays an important role in the 
convergence and is shown in Figures 2.8a and 2.8b. In Figure 2.8a, the confinement 
step is repeated 2 times every time step and in Figure 2.8b, it is repeated 4 times. It 
can be observed that in Figure 2.8b, the converged solution matches with the 
hyperbolic secant of width coefficient given by equation (2.30) to plottable accuracy. 
The amplitude  φ  varies periodically as it passes through each grid cell. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 2.9 for 3.0=ε , 2.0=μ  and 23.0=ν . As the centroid 
travels from 1j   to 2j , (as shown in Figure 2.9) the amplitude on 1j  decreases and 























Figure 2.8: The converged pulse computed using equation (2.43) 
a) Converged solution in co-moving frame with confinement step repeated 2 
times every time step. Dots are the analytically computed hyperbolic secant 
b) Converged solution in co-moving frame with confinement step repeated 4 times 











Figure 2.9:  Propagation of pulse through a grid cell. The computed quantity, φ , 









In the previous chapter, it was established that the W C method works quite well to 
solve the advection equati on in 1D. To further continue the study, W C i s 
incorporated in th e full wave  equation and analyzed. First,  a discrete form ulation to 
solve the wave equation is presented.  The basic idea of wave propagation is that the 
important features of a disturbance propaga te with a given velocity. The features 
have delta function-like for ms and the pres ent work is f ocused on propagating these 
thin pulses on a discrete grid with no system atic discretization errors. In the curren t 
chapter, a novel num erical schem e for solv ing the scalar linear wave equation is 
presented. In this chapter, form ulation, implementation, and numerical testing of the 
method is described. The wave equation describes m any physical phenom ena, a 
notable example being the propagation of acoustic and electrom agnetic waves. The 
partial differential equation to describe full wave propagation (equation (2.1)) is  
 
 2 2 2
2 ct
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in 3D, where φ  is a scalar field and c is the speed of propagation, which depends on 
the medium properties. In this chap ter, c is a ssumed to be constan t f or simplicity, 
although varying speed conditions are studied in Chapter 4. The solution of the wave 
equation can then describe the tim e-dependent propagation of an initial impulse in 
the env ironment. W hen the abov e equati on is solved using W C, no significant 
numerical dispersion and dissipation occur. The formulation in 1D is first presented 




3.1 WC for 1D Wave Equation 
 
As in convection, a nonlinear term , E is added to the one dim ensional full wave 
equation. The wave equation with confinem ent terms, that control the shape of the 
pulse, is 
 




2∂∂= . A simple discretization for the above pde will be 
 
 1 1 2 2 22n n nj j j j n j Fφ φ φ ν δ φ δ δ+ − −= − + +  3.4
 
where 1n nn f f fδ − −= − , 11
2 2 −− +−= jjjjj ffffδ , h
tcΔ
=ν  , tΔ  is th e time step and h  















εε . At convergence (when the propagating pulse shape  
converges), the solution to the equation (3.4) is 
 
 ( ) ( ))(sec)(sec 0201 njjhAnjjhA νγνγφ −−++−→  3.6
 
where 2A  and 2A  are determ ined as e xplained in Section 2.3.1, 0j  is  the  initial 
position of the centroid and the  pu lse width coefficient, γ , is defined as in equation 
(2.30). Equation (3.6) descri bes two pulses moving forwar d and backward. It is 
shown in Chapter 2 that the addition of WC  terms in the form  of second derivatives  
of a function that has short range do not change the propagation speed or the total 
amplitude. The same is true for the wave e quation, if an additional time derivative is 
applied. The m ain constraint on the confinem ent term, F, a s in advection is that it 
forces an initial isolated, propagating short range pulse with single maxima to remain 
short range and also not de velop any additional m axima. An important property of 
the wave equation is tha t it is linear.  Therefore, properties o f the computed solution 
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should not depend on the am plitude. The behavior of solution com puted using  
equation (3.3) is shown in Figure 3.1. W hen 0μ =  and 0ε = , the solution becom es 
unstable. A little amount of diffusion ( 0.2μ = ) will prevent the unstable behavior but 
the solution suffers large am ount of spr eading. Now, when the confinem ent term 
( 0.3ε = ) is added, the pu lse becomes stable and at the  same time, remains thin. The 
dissipative/dispersive effects are balanced with those of  the nonlinearity to produce 




In this section, num erical exam ples are pr ovided to confirm that no discretization 
errors are developed in the quantities of interest and th at there is no  significan t 
spreading of the pulses during propagation. The formulation given by equation (3.4) 
is used  for the num erical experiments. While analyzing the for mal accuracy of the 
present schem e, a theoretical error esti mate is beyond the scope, because the 
equation is nonlinear. However, eval uation of numerica l error is done 
experimentally, and demonstrated that th e schem e possesses the convergence tha t 
was discussed in the previous chapter.  
 
3.2.1 Long-time propagation 
 
To begin with, the propagation of pulses fo r long distances is observed. This is the 
idealization of waves without dissipation. Convergence analysis is illustrated by 
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where 0 128j =  and the com putation is done on 256 grid points. The pulse from  WC 
is compared to the solution from a conventional higher order method and is shown in 
Figure 3.2. The two pulses in the plot are the forward and backward propagating 
scalar functions. It is obvious that WC preserves the thickness and total amplitude of 
the pulse with no significant numerical dissipation. Higher order methods do not help 
because increasing the order of the numerical scheme is only efficient when there are 
































Figure 3.2: Computed pulses with and without confinement. The initial conditions 








The solution is sim ulated for a m uch longe r tim e to de monstrate the efficiency of 
WC in capturing th e thin features accurately , as shown in Figure 3.3a. The 
parameters used for this com putation are 230.=ν , 2.0=μ  and 3.0=ε . W ith 
confinement, the pulses tend to retain  their shape during propagation without 
dissipation. The conservation of total am plitude is show n in Figure 3.3b. Using the 
new numerical scheme, it has been successfully  verified that there are no significant 
numerical errors in long distance propagation.  
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propagation of a single pulse can be observed where 0 32j =  and 0.23ν =  on a grid of 
128 points with periodic boundary conditions . In Figure 3.4, the pulse is plotted 
every 5 time steps on j nφ− −  plane. The pulse conv erges to a s hape clos e to a 




can also be observed that there are no anomalous reflections in the backward 
direction in spite of the e quation being two-way as is dem onstrated in Figure 3.4. In 
Figure 3.5a,  the pulse is com pared to the exact hyperbolic secant for two different 
times. It can  be seen that the puls e approximately retains its shape even after m any 
time steps. The total amplitude is shown in Figure 3.5b and is seen to decay by only  
2.2% in 10000 time steps. 
 
3.2.2 Wave Interaction 
 
Before moving to higher dim ensions, the pulse interaction phenomenon is discussed 
to understand the perform ance of W C duri ng m ultiple collisions o f pulses. To 
represent interacting wave equation solu tions, when pulses p ass through each other, 
there m ust be no am plitude exchange or pha se shif t. Othe rwise, the a ctual wave  
equation being studied could not be accurately simulated, since it is linear. However, 
a nonlinear term is required in the W C equation in order to create a solitary wave 









Figure 3.3: Forward and backward moving pulses generated by wave equation.  
 (a) The two pulses for n = 1800 (blue) and n = 18000 (red) 









Figure 3.4: Forward propagating pulse with no reflections. The initial conditions for 


















Figure 3.5: Long distance propagation of forward propagating pulse. 
(a) The pulse is shown for n = 700 and n = 7000 and compared to the analytically 
calculated hyperbolic secant. 
b) Total Amplitude 
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Interaction between so liton-like pu lses is  an important property, which has been 
studied for a long time using nonlinear equations [14].  It is more appropriate to only 
re-introduce the nonlinear pde  for WC, which was derived in Chapter 2, to e stablish 
















22 2 xxxt .  3.9
 
The above equation has a sim ilarity to the Cahn-Hilliard (CH) equation, which 
describes the process of phase separation, by which the two com ponents of a binary 
fluid spontaneously separate and form  domains pure in each com ponent. A sim ple 
form of the CH equation is 
 
 ( )332212 φαφαφαφ +∂−−∂=∂ xxt    3.10
 
where 1α , 1α , 1α  a re ar bitrary, positive co nstants. The  commonality inc ludes th e 
same linear terms and the appearance of a Laplacian in front of the non-linear term . 
This commonality is not surprisin g sin ce the CH equation was one of the leading 
models proposed for a phenom enological description for a fluid interface and phase 
separation (decom position into pure phases)  [15]. The CH equation describes the 
evolution of concentrated fields (lik e thin pulses evolved from  WC). Though the 
equations are similar, the resulting non-linear term is not exa ctly the same as in the 
commonly used form of the CH equation.  
 
An i mportant point is that other no nlinear pde’s like Kdv, which can successfully  
propagate localized s tructures, suf fer phase s hift af ter co llision [ 16]. This is no t 
present in WC. For the new formulation used , this interaction effect vanishes. This 
vanishing is due to the fact that both the Laplacian and the tim e derivative operator 
operate on the nonlinear term.  
 
The preservation of centroid speed during interaction is shown in Figure 3.6 for an 
initial condition g iven by equation  (3.7). The centroid p ositions of forward and  
backward propagating pulses are plotted. Periodic boundary conditions are used for 
this simulation over a grid of 256 grid points.  It can be noticed that even after m any 











Figure 3.6: Centroid position.Collison of forward ( nj ν+ ) and backward ( nj ν− ) 










The im portance of preserving the right speed plays a dom inant role in generating 
constant phase surfaces, whic h will be discussed in Chap ter 5. The sam e is true for 
preservation of total amplitude. In Figur e 3.7, it can be seen that two pulses of 
different amplitudes are effectively transparent (after a short relaxation time) to one 
another and do not los e their amplitudes during collisions. For this computation, the 
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The two initial pulses are first relaxed to hyperbolic secants of respective amplitudes 
using heat equation (c=0). So, the two initial conditions of the two pulses are then 
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A = , 01 128j =  and 02 140j = . The pulses are then propagated towards each 
other to observe the interaction between the pulses.  
 
 
3.2.3 Reflection from boundaries 
 
When a wa ve encounters a boundary, (under ideal conditions of perfect reflection 
and no absorption) it should reflect from the boundary and also undergo a 180 degree 
phase change. This is an i mportant phenomenon in simulating scattering from 
obstacles. W C treats the th in pu lses irre spective of  the  sign of  the am plitude. 
Reflection of a pulse from the boundary is shown in Fi gure 3.8a and the phase  
change is shown in the total am plitude plot  in Figure 3.8b. It can  be seen that the 
















Figure 3.7: Interaction between two pulses of different amplitudes. The pulses 














Figure 3.8 : Reflection from boundaries. 
a) Change of sign at reflective boundaries (demonstrates 180 degrees phase change). 
WC does not have restriction on the sign of the propagating function 
b) The total amplitude becomes negative after reflection. 
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In higher dim ensions, WC behave s the sam e way as in 1D. The essential physics is 
accurately preserved as analyzed in Chapter 2. The discretized equation in 2D is 
 
 ( )1 1 2 2 2, , ,2n n ni j i j i j n Fφ φ φ ν φ δ+ − −= − + ∇ + ∇  3.13
 
where i is the grid index in x-direction, j is the grid index in y-direction and 2∇  is the 
2D extension of the discrete Laplacian used  in 1D . For convenience th e aspect ratio 
of the grid is 1. However, behavior of WC with different aspect ra tios is studied in  
Chapter 4. The nonlinear factor, ,ni jΦ ,  in the confinement term F is 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
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where the num ber of term s in the sum , N = 5. Here, it is  assum ed that , 0ni jφ ≥ . 
Negative values can also be accommodated with a s mall extension. Both μ  and ε  
are positive. Assuming convergence as ∞→n   (for 0=ν ), 
 
 0)(2 =Φ−∇ εμφ  3.15
 
for which the solution at convergence is 
 








A, 0z , θ  are constants, ihxi = , jhy j = , h is the grid ce ll size, and γ  is the inverse 
pulse width. The solution converges to a stra ight pulse (in 2-D) concentrated about a 
line at angle, θ  and at any position. By substituting the solution in equation (3.15), it 





ε hchhch ++= . 3.18
 
The solution has translational invariance and γ  depends (to a s mall extent) on 
orientation, θ . However, the centroid speed and amplitude in the normal direction is 
independent of θ  as can be seen from equation (3.18). To demonstrate long distance 
propagation with no increasing num erical errors, a diverging circular wave of speed, 
23.0=ν  is sim ulated on a 2)128(  cell grid with  periodic b oundary co nditions. 
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where r is the radius of the wave. The actual wave equation exhibits a “tail” behind a 
pulse in 2-D, which can be seen to be suppressed by th e Confinem ent, and, 
effectively, only the steep pul se front is accurately co mputed. In Figure 3.9, the 
circular wave for different tim e steps is  pres ented. It can  be seen  th at th e wave 
persists on the grid for very long tim e. To provide a close look at  the interaction, a 
part of the f ield from Figure 3.9 is m agnified and shown in Figure 3.10. Also, as in 
1-D, there is no discernable interaction between intersecting waves. The waves retain 




In 3D, the discretized form of the wave equation with the confinement term is 
 






































where 2∇  is the 3D extension of the discrete Laplacian used in 1D, and the nonlinear 


























Long distance propagation in 3D  is sim ulated for an expanding, initially spherical 
wave and is shown in Figure 3.11. The com putation is done on a coarse, 3)64(  cell 
grid with periodic boundary c onditions. The initial diam eter for this computation is 
32 grid cells. Confine ment values used were 2.0=μ  and 3.0=ε . As in the 2-D 
case, the wa ve remains completely confined. Unlike in 2D,  the actu al solution does 
not exhibit a tail behind th e front and the so lution corresponds to  the full physical 
solution ra ther than  jus t the wave front. The solution at a given point P(x, y, z), 
depends only on the inf ormation on the sphere  and not on the interior of the sphere. 
Thus the interior of the sphere is a lacuna  for the solution. It is true for odd num bers 





A new Eulerian technique is introduced for solving the wave equation for short 
pulses. The method, “Wave Confinement”, reduces to standard Eulerian schemes for 
smooth, long wavelength pulses. However, unl ike conventional schemes, it does not 
diffuse short pulses. Instead, they are “Conf ined” and propagate as nonlinear solitary 
waves tha t “live ” ind efinitely on  the co mputational lattice. As such, they can be 
propagated over indefinitely long distances, while remaining only a few cells thick. 
These puls es represent the sho rt ph ysical puls es and a ccurately propag ate integ ral 
quantities at each point along the pulse surf ace, such as total am plitude, centroid  
position, pulse width and other desired moments. It is argued that, for thin pulses, the 
method can easily be im plemented in existing codes, allowing them  to be extended 















WAVE FRONT PROPAGATION 
 
Everyday concepts of visible light lead na turally to the c oncept of  rays of  light, 
propagating in straight lines, reflected a nd refracted according to geometrical laws. 
The concep t of  a ligh t wave and  its  recon ciliation with  ray theory  was f irst 
introduced by Huygens in the 1600s. He postu lated that light propagates as a wave 
front, and that at any inst ant every point on th e wave front is the origin  of  a  
secondary wave, which propagates outward s as a spherical wa ve. The secondary 
waves then combine to form a new wave front, so that the successive positions of the 
wave front can be calculated by a step-by- step process. T he tim e dependent wave  
equation or tim e independent Eikonal equa tion generates these wave fronts, which 
are constan t phase surfaces. In this chapte r, WC is demonstrat ed for wave front 
propagation. Validation studies have been performed using Lagrangian m arkers, or  





Focusing is the phenom enon of t he waves converging on a point or line. This is 
important in studying caustic regions. A common situation where caustics are visible 
is when light shines on a drinking glass.  Focusing phenomenon has been extensively 
applied in a variety of engineering, op tics, com puter graphics and m edical 
applications. In caustic regions, m any waves intersect. Fixed grid Eulerian m ethods 
have limits on the ef fective resolution due to  the limited number of grid points in a 
caustic unlike Ray Tracing schem es [4] [17]. To overcom e this problem , com plex 
schemes ha ve been considered such as  Osher’s higher dim ensional Liouville 
equation representation [18] and localizatio n of caustics [19]. However, these seem 
to be complex and computationally costly.  
 
It was first thought that, since during focusing, the number of grid points on the wave 
decreases, WC is not going to help to re tain the information at f ocusing regions.  I t 
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was later shown that WC accurately  computes waves through caustic regions and  is 
stable to d iscretization effects produced on the g rid. Since the interest is in the lon g 
distance propagation, the detailed resoluti on at the focusing itself was not an issue 
and that focusing in interm ediate regions does not in terfere with  the long distance 
wave propagation. Focusing is computed using two different methods, which will be 
shown in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 re spectively. Even though WC alone can 
efficiently capture a caustic, a new a pproximation called Eulerian/Lagrangian 
Transition is used at first, which  will be d iscussed in d etail in Section 4.1.1 and 
smooth transition is also demonstrated. 
 
4.1.1 Eulerian Lagrangian Transition 
 
This “hybrid” m ethod involves an elegan t algorithm  to convert the Eulerian 
representation of the propaga ting waves to Lagrangian m arkers in focusing regions. 
In the concave (focusing) region, Lagrangian  markers are used as they can m aintain 
the continu ous surface due to the relative ly large num ber of m arkers in the sm all 
region. When the dis tance between the m arkers is large  (diverge), WC is tu rned on 
as shown in Figure 4.1a. Sim ple interpol ation techn iques are used to interpolate 
values on the grid points using the m arkers, which m ight not be on the grid points. 
For better understanding of this hybrid m ethod, a flow ch art to describe the logical 
sequence of  the m ethod is provided in Figure 4.1b. Even though it is com plicated 
than just using WC, it m ight have some applications in the future. This extension is 
similar to the improvement to a scheme originally used by Ruuth [20].  
 
A simple test case is us ed to d emonstrate the ab ility of WC to smoothly coordinate 
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is propagated inward with par ameters 23.0=ν , 2.0=μ , 3.0=ε , where ( )00 , ji is the 
center of the dom ain, 40=a  and 32=b . The outgoing front is not plotted for better 
understanding. The grid cells used for the conversion com putation are in a region 







Figure 4.1: Eulerian/Lagrangian transition 
(a) Representation of conversion logic 
(b) Flow chart for logical sequence of the hybrid method 
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When the wave is converging, Ray Tracing is  turned on and the grid points on the 














where xs , ys  are the com ponents of direction of rays and ν  is the speed  of 
propagation. The am plitudes of the m arkers are interpo lated onto the grid  for a 
smooth continuous wave. Until the waves pass through the focus and diverged to an 
extent where the Lagrangian com ponents ar e not adequate to describe the sm ooth 
surface of the propagating quantity, Ray Tracing continues to be adequate. Results of 
this ‘hybrid’ computation for the closed su rface given in equation (4.1) are shown in 
Figure 4.2.  The com putation is perform ed on a 128×128 grid with 0 64i =  and 
0 64j = . The elliptical wave front for 6 diffe rent tim e steps during propagation is  
plotted and  it c an be  obviously seen  that the transition f rom and to  the markers is 
smooth with no anomalous reflections. 
 
Another test case with more com plex boundary conditions is si mulated to study the 
accuracy of this hyb rid m ethod. A plane wave propagated  towards a boundary of 
shape, 
 
 0)sin(*2.0 =−= ijf π 4.3
 
is reflected  and converged/d iverged accord ing to the curvature on  the point of  
reflection. The scattered field from the concave part converges and finally focuses at 
a point. The wave diverges when it reflects from the convex part. Initially, the plane 
wave is defined only on the grid, however, it is convert ed to a group of Lagrangian 
rays in the part of the field where the wa ve reflects from the concave su rface. These 
rays are converted back to an Eulerian wave representation on th e grid after passing 
through the focus, which then is used to continue propagation. The wave front for 6 
different tim e steps  is plotted and s hown in Figure 4.3. As m entioned above, the 



















Figure 4.2: Inward propagating wave front computed using hybrid method 















Figure 4.3: Reflection of plane wave from an irregular wall. The computation is 
carried on using Eulerian/Lagrangian Transition method. 






After the “conversion” m ethod was  developed,  it was realized that there m ay be a  
simpler way. The original method by itself proved to be sufficient in caustic regions. 
An inward going elliptical wave given in equation (4.1) is com puted to demonstrate 
the ability o f W C to retain the f orm a nd speed of the propagating quantity. There  
appear to be a num ber of conserved vari ables that allow propagation of the wave  
through the focusing region with the original  simple pulse capturing algorithm , with 
no use of a Lagrangian com ponent, no additional logic, a nd with no grid refinement. 
Using this idea, the wave would then not need to be resolved in the focusing region, 
but th e con served variables  in the field, acting as constraint s, would allow the 
automatic reconstru ction after the focu sing. In  Figure 4.4,  am plitude contours  are 
compared to Lagrangian  markers (exact solution in high frequency approxim ation). 
It can be seen that the wave contours m atch quite well with m arkers. Also, the basic 
information defined by the initial conditions  is not lost, even though only the sim ple 
Eulerian algorithm was used, with no additi onal logic. Recent developments in level 
set methods can capture focu sing regions [21]. However, these are computationally 
complex unlike WC. 
 
The existence of conserved variables had been alrea dy conjectured based on the 
multiple interactions of an expanding circular wave on a grid with periodic boundary 
conditions in Chapter 3. These demonstrat e that the waves are extrem ely robust, 
even when over seven m eet at the sam e point. It appeared then that the field outside 
the focusing region was influencing the waves and allowing them to be automatically 
reconstructed af ter the inte raction. Constraints that appear to be obeyed for a 
focusing, closed surface can be shown from the equations (4.4) and (4.5). In 2D ( f or 
simplicity),  
 





































Figure 4.4: Inward propagating wave front computed using WC. The initial condition 
for this computation is given in equation 4.1. 



















































4.2 Reflection from Complex Boundaries 
 
The property of waves to reflect from  boundaries is captu red accurately using WC 
without having to use adaptive grids around the boundaries. T his reflection of waves 
is responsible for echoes, interference, et c. The energy and mom entum of the waves 
is reflected back with or without 180 degrees phase change depending on the 
properties of the boundary. The form of a reflected wave front is determined by those 
of the incident wave front and the surface. Boundaries m any contain m any 
irregularities and for short pulses (high frequency content), these irregularities can be 
larger than the wavelengths. Higher or der discretizat ion m ay be  needed for  
conventional treatments of long distance propagation to reduce num erical diffusion 
in the propagation. Since WC does not  have this diffusion problem, com plex 
configurations can be accurately  capture d using very  efficient, lower order 
discretizations with no lo ss of ac curacy. A very effective m ethod for treating 
reflections can then  be im plemented that  does  not require com plex surface fitted 
grids, but allows the surface to  be s imply ‘immersed’ in a uniform Cartesian grid as 
shown in Figure 4.5. This method employs a “level set” representation of the surface 
and can easily accommodate very com plex topography with little co mputational 
effort, unlike com plicated confor mal m apping m ethods [22] and adaptive grid 
methods [23]. For example, reflec tion from a boundary of function, 0),( =jif , is 
shown, where, 
 
 0, 0,  at all nj f nφ = ≤ . 4.6
 
The effects of boundaries are sm ooth a nd no stair casing is observed. Reflection 
from complex terrains with m any i rregularities is im portant to cap ture interference 
effects in radio wave propagation. The irregularities can be very much larger than the 






















4.2.1 Scattering from Cylinder 
 
Scattering is a physical  process in which the direction of a wave deviates from  its 
normal trajectory  due  to non -uniformities in the m edium or in teraction with 
boundaries. A wave packet with a b undle of rays parallel to each other will reflect in 
different angles if they encounter a non-uniform  obstacl e (diffuse reflection or 
scattering). If such a bundle encou nters a smooth surface such as m irror, the rays 
remain as bundle upon leavi ng the surface (specular re flection). T he difference  
between specular and diffuse reflection is shown in Figure 4.6.  
 
Scattering f rom the cy linder is d iffuse r eflection and is s imulated accurately us ing 
WC. Consi der the oblique incidence of a plane wave on a perfectly conducting 
infinite cylinder. The scalar field, φ , is set to zero inside the cylinder of radius 32 
grid cells. The reflected surface is m anipulated to re-direct or re-sh ape the plan e 
wave f ront into a cy lindrical s cattered f ield. If  the plane wave is polarized, the 
polarity is reversed when  it encounters perfectly c onducting obstacles or hard 
boundaries (This is not dem onstrated here). The confinem ent term, F is diffusive in 
the tangential direction and contracting in the norm al direction. This prevents stair-
casing effects and g enerates a sm ooth sca ttered field, which can be seen in Figure 
4.7. The scattered field does not quickly diffuse  on the grid and can be detected near 
the rec eiver, which is located f ar away f rom the targ et. This is  im portant in  
applications such as target detectio n. The scalar quantity, φ , is very sen sitive and 
can be us ed to de tect targe ts sm aller th an the grid cell s ize. W hen the field of 
computation is very lar ge, the number of  grid points ac ross the ta rget will be  
relatively small. The wave scattered by one  localized scattering point is com puted 
and is shown in Figure 4.8. The direct sca ttering problem involves determining the 
scattered field, which depends on the cha racteristics of  the  sca tterer studied in this 
section for different cases. However, a lo t of  work is  ye t to  be done in inverse 
scattering, which is considered for future research. 
 
Before proceeding to the study of com plex configurations of obstacles, a plane wave 
reflection from a sine wave boundary (equa tion (4.3)) is computed and shown. The  
scattered field from this configuration is  already computed using the hybrid m ethod 
in Section 4.1.1. The sam e can be effectiv ely captured using W C and is shown in 




































Figure 4.6: Reflection 
(a) Specular reflection  


















Figure 4.7: Scattering from Infinite Cylinder 

















Figure 4.8: Scattering from a single scatterer using WC 


















Figure 4.9: Reflection from the boundary with shape of a sine wave 







4.2.2 Complex Object in 3D 
 
WC is e mployed in 3D to efficiently co mpute s cattering from com plex objects. A 
uniform Ca rtesian grid, as m entioned before, is used along with level set 
approximation described in Section 4.2. Resu lts of confinement for scattering from a 
model RPG (Rocket Propelled Grenade) are di scussed in this section. T o describe in 
a few words, RPG is a hand held weapon e quipped with an explosive warhead. The 
geometry of the RPG used for the com putations is shown in Figure 4.10a. As can be 
seen in Figure 4.10b, the body is imm ersed i n the Cartesian grid with no special 
logic. At v ery long distances, the wave  fronts transm itted from  the antenna are 
planar. So, a plane wave propagating toward s the RPG is simulated. The contours of 
a scalar qu antity, φ , representing the wave front of electrom agnetic field are 
presented in Figure 4.11. The results are plotte d in the cross sectional plane used in 
Figure 4.10b. It can be seen in Figure 4.11 th at unlike geometrical optics, there is no 
sharp shadow and som e part of the field is imparted to the non-illum inated region. 
Although the effect comes from  the dissipative behavior of confinem ent term in the 
tangential direction, it can be modeled as diffraction. This is yet to be studied as part 
of future research. 
 
 
4.3 Varying Index of Refraction 
 
When a wave inte racts with the m edium of  varying density, it re fracts (sca tters). 
Refraction can be described by Snell’s law, which states  that the angle of incidence 




















where 1n , 2n  are the indices of refraction of the two layers of medium, 1θ , 2θ  are the 
angles of incidence and refraction respectively and 1ν , 2ν  are the speeds of the pulse 













Figure 4.10: 3D Complex object 
(a) Geometry 

















Figure 4.11: Amplitude contours of scattered field from RPG. Iso-surfaces are shown 
for RPG to show the 3D object. 










In acoustics, refraction is the bending or cu rving of a sound ray that results when the 
ray passes through a sound speed gradient from a region of one sound speed to a 
region of a different speed. The amount of ray bending is dependent upon the amount 
of difference between sound speeds. For water, sound speed depends on the variation 
in temperature, salinity, and pressure of the water. Similar acoustics effects are a lso 
found in the Earth' s atmosphere. The phe nomenon of r efraction of sound in the 
atmosphere has been know n for centuries; however, beginning in the early 1970s, 
widespread analysis of this effect came into existence through the designing of urban 
highways and noise barriers to address the m eteorological effects of bending of 
sound rays in the lower atm osphere. Refraction of radio waves in  evaporated ducts 
(formed due to variations in humidity near sea) and ionospheric ducts (formed due to 




4.3.1 Profile of varying index of refraction: Converging waves 
 
Consider a profile for varying speed, 
 
 ))(exp(*)( 20jjconstj −= αν , 4.8
 
which has maximum speed (ν ) at 0jj = . An isolated plane wave propagated across 
the m edium with the profile  given in equation (4.8) is  computed. The discretized 
equation used for the wave propagation is, 
 
 ( )1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2, , , , , , ,2n n n n n n ni j i j i j i j i j j j i j n i i j j i jF Fφ φ φ δ ν φ δ ν φ δ δ δ+ −= − + + + + . 4.8
 
When the index of refraction is non-uniform, the waves tend to bend towards regions 
of higher index. It can be seen in Figure 4.12 that the computed pulses travel without 
diffusion and numerical errors in speed were  insignificant to plottable accuracy. The 
computed pulse is com pared to Langrangi an markers (the blobs  in F igure 4.11) for  
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where xs  and  ys are the components of the propaga ting direction. The direction is 











































When the index of refraction is random ly va rying and does not have a s mooth 
profile, cu rve fitting  m ethods must be us ed to fit th e random  variations. This 
becomes very com plex when the index of va riation is a function of tim e. But, for a 
smooth profile, the computation of markers is exact and is used for validation. 
 
As shown i n Figure 4.12, the pulse does not lose infor mation in spite of the lim ited 
number of grid points across the focusi ng regions. However, Lagrangian m arkers 
suffer inadequacy in number of grid points and fail to maintain continuity. The wave 
is propagated in a long duct (long distance in  duct-like refractive index profile) and 
plotted as shown in Figure 4.13. The wave co mes out of focus accurately even after 
many ti me steps. This dem onstrates the preservation of the property, width, even 
after travelling through m any focusing regions . This feature is im portant for m any 












Figure 4.12: Varying index of refraction. The plane wave propagation across 


























Figure 4.13: Propagation of plane wave in a long duct 









4.3.2 Duct like profile used in EM propagation  
 
Electromagnetic waves propagating in the at mosphere encounter regions of varying 
density, which cause bending of the waves.  One exam ple is the evap oration duct,  
which is associated with a sharp drop in  moisture immediately above water bodies. 
The drop in moisture decreases the density and in turn increases the speed.  
A predetermined profile of va rying index of refraction, wh ich imitates such a duct is 
treated: 
 
 0*0023.023.0)( jjj −−=ν  4.13
 
where 300 =j . A c urved surface configuration (for the ground) is employed, which 
is imm ersed in the unif orm Cartesian gr id. A plane wave propagating through the 
specified medium is shown in Figure 4.14. La grangian markers are also plotted for 
comparison purpose. T he m arker position s ar e com puted as given  in equations  
(4.10), (4.11), (4.12). It can be  seen that the m arkers fail to maintain the continuous 




4.4 Multiple grids 
 
One other important u se of WC for the wav e equation involves cases with m ultiple 
grids with grid interfaces. This property plays an important role when a fine grid ha s 
to be used around the near field (source/an tenna) and coarser grid  in the far field. A 
fine grid is typically us ed near the ante nna to resolve the high field gradients. To 
propagate the wave over long distances, a coar se grid scale must be used in the far 
field. The test case u sed only treats un iform grids, and not the antenna f or 
illustration. If only the discretized wave equation is used,  with no Confinem ent, 
reflections are produ ced from  the grid interfaces, unless  special care is taken. 
Although several approaches ha ve been devised over the years [24] [25] [26], a  
simple, stable and ef ficient app roach is yet to  be availab le. W C overcom es this 














Figure 4.14: Plane wave propagation above curved surface, The medium has a 
diverging profile given equation (4.13) to imitate surface duct in atmosphere 






This technique has m any applications in astrophysics [27], el ectromagnetics [28], 
fluid dynamics [29], etc.  
 
The discretized equation used to solve the wave for multiple grids is 
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= = . It must be noted that the ratio ε
μ
 over the entire domain is constant 
and therefore, the number of grid cells across the pulse remains constant. 
 


































where values at the in terface are calculated as shown in  Figure 4.15a. A  cylindrical 
wave that passes through the variable grid in terface is shown in Figure 4.15b. It can 
be seen that there is almost no production of  reflected waves from the interface. The 
total am plitude as th e wave is pas sing th rough fine grid / coarse grid  interface is 
shown in Figure 4.16. This is checked for a range of grid ratios and presented in 
Figures 4.16a, 4.16b, 4.16c for grid ratios e qual to 2, 4, 6 respectively. Anom alous 
numerical reflections during transition from  the fine grid to the coarse grid can be 
suppressed by using variable confinem ent parameters, which are dependent on grid 
size and yet, the ratio ε
μ












Figure 4.15: Multiple grids 
(a) Computation of values at interface 













Figure 4.16: Amplitude transfer 
(a) Grid ratio = 2 
(b) Grid ratio = 4 






WC appears to work quite well in c apturing wave f ronts in  all re alistic conditions. 
The centroid surfaces that propagate accurately on the grid can also be used in newly 
developed approximations to capture interference. Many conventional schem es that 
solve frequency dependent Helm holtz equation, suffer dissipation when com puting 
rapidly varying field. Also, the tim e dependent wave equation can be solved using 
WC as the confinem ent preven ts the unw anted dissipation/re flection/dispersion 
effects produced by discretization. The effects of com plex boundaries are also 
efficiently captured without having to use fitted or ad aptive grid. T he ability to 
propagate other properties of the wave allowed the developm ent of a new 






Developments that allow wave fronts to capture and p ropagate m ore details are 
described in this chapter. These details are required to compute interference. WC can 
be used to generate co nstant arriv al ti me (Eikonal phase) surf aces accurately b y 
storing the centro id arrival tim e at each grid  point. Also, multiple -arrival times are 
easily acco mmodated, which is complicated using Eikonal schem es. Som e recent 
developments in Eikon al m ethods [2] can treat m ultiple arrival tim es but, these 
methods require extra independent variables and complex data management schemes 
are used to control m emory requirem ents. To dem onstrate the ability of W C t o 
capture th ese surfaces,  arriv al tim es for the wave fronts  gene rated from  a point 
source located at (128,128)  on a 256×256 grid. The para meters used for this 
computation are 23.0=ν , 2.0=μ , 3.0=ε . The ar rival time, t̂ , is c alculated for the 






















It can be seen in Figure 5.1a that the c ontours of arrival tim es are sm ooth with no 
stair-casing effects, which shows that there are no plottable discretization errors. The 
arrival times at the  grid  points  in  a cone with a range of angles, 29 32o oθ = − , are 
compared to the exact values  for valida tion p urpose. For each  i ind ex, there are 
several grid points with varying j indices within the cone of 29 32o oθ = − . The  
computed arrival tim es at each thes e grid points is plotted agains t exact values in  
Figure 5.1b. Assum ing constant index of refraction, the exact arrival tim es are 



















Figure 5.1:Arrival times of cylindrical wave generated from point source 
(a) Contours of arrival time 
(b) WC Vs Exact for 29 32o oθ = −  
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The direction of propagation, which is the gr adient of the phase field, can also be 
















where xs  is the x-com ponent of direction, and ys  is the y-com ponent of direction. 
However, it is requ ired that th e wave f ront has entirely passed the grid point to 
accurately com pute thes e properties.  For very s mall wavelengths, the wave fronts 
and grid cells are hundreds of wavele ngths wide and it becom es difficult to 
accommodate m ultiple a rrival tim es when the waves are c lose to ea ch other. To 
overcome that problem, the scalar field, φ , is used as a carrier function that can act 
as wave packet, which carries the required de tails of the pro pagating quantity. It is 
then no t ne cessary f or the wave  f ront to  entir ely pa ss a  grid po int to captu re th e 
properties. The capability of WC is extende d further using this “carrier” approach 
and numerous experiments are conducted. 
 
 
5.1 Propagation Directions 
 
The carrier approach is  used to accurately  pro pagate other properties of the wave 
with scalar function, φ . For exam ple, to propagate th e directions in 2D, the wave 
equation is solved three times for three quantities, φ , xsφ and ysφ  as 
 
 ( ) ( )2 2 2 2 2n n n nn l l n l n lδ φ ν φ μδ φ εδ− −= ∇ + ∇ − ∇ Φ  5.4
 
where l = 1, 2 and 3 and lφ  is defined as, 
 
 1φ φ=  
2 xsφ φ=  
3 ysφ φ= . 
5.5
The updated directions are computed using the normalized relations, 
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where the radius of the wave, ( ) ( )2 2, 0 0i jr i i j j= − + −  with origin at the center of  
the dom ain ( )0 0,i j . The param eters, ν , μ , and ε  are  the sam e f or a ll thr ee 
quantities and are 23.0=ν , 2.0=μ , and 3.0=ε . 1φ  and 2φ  behave as the scalar 
function itself during wave co llision. In Figure 5.2, directions for the thin wave are 
shown at 4 different tim e step s. During interaction, dir ections tem porarily are the 
mean values of the waves that are to gether. Then, they take their original forms after 
a short relaxation time. 
 
 
5.2 Edge Diffraction 
 
According to geom etric optics, light travel s in the form  of rays and can bend in 
regions of non-uniformities in the medium. In isotropic media, the rays are normal to 






















Since, diffraction was not described by the cl assical ray theory of light [30], it has 
been separately m odeled using the Geom etric Theory of Diffraction. On the other 
hand, Huygens principle (wave optics) postula tes that every point on the wave front 
act as a point source for further propagation and can accurately account for 
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diffraction. One such exam ple is diffraction of a plane wave from  a sem i-infinite 
screen. The total field obtaine d by Sommerfeld [31] consis ts of incident, reflected 
and a cylindrical diffracted wave. According to Huygens  principle, a secondary 
source is c reated at the edge and a part of  the f ield from that sou rce is transm itted 
into the non-illuminated (shadow) region as shown in Figure 5.3a. The incident field 
interferes w ith th e diffracted field  and interference fring es are ob served in the 
illuminated region. At high frequency, the waves do not bend and m aintain sharp  
shadows.  
 
5.2.1 Keller’s Approximation 
 
The diffraction from  a knife-edge can be co mputed using the Geom etric Theory of 
Diffraction (GTD) developed by Joseph Keller [32] in the 1960s. It is an extension of 
geometric theory of  optics. This a pproximation will incor porate dif fraction ef fects 
into the ray theory of light. Also, it in troduces secondary sources that generate 
diffracted rays from the edges and corners of boundaries. GTD has been successfully 
applied in acoustics and Optics. Let us consider an in cident field propagating 
horizontally that encounters a knife-edge, as shown in  Figure 5.3b. The funda mental 
principle of GTD is that ray propagation is a local phenom enon. Furtherm ore, all 
fields of any origin obey the laws of geom etric optics locally. The same is also true 
for diffracted rays. W hen the incident fiel d is propagated in the direction norm al to 
the edge, th e diffracted field is  cylindrical with the edge  as its axis. No w, the total 
field at a point is the sum  of all fields that pass through a poi nt. An interference 
pattern is o bserved due  to superpo sition of the geom etric incident w ave ( iu ) and 
diffracted edge wave ( Du ). 
 

























Figure 5.3: Knife edge diffraction 
(a) Huygens principle 






where ω  is the frequency of the wave, r is the radius of the diffracted wave and D is 
the diffraction coefficient for the knife  edg e. The d iffraction co efficient, D, 
developed by Keller is, 
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where θ  is the angle between incident and diffracted rays, as shown in Figure 5.3b. 
 
5.2.2 WC with Keller’s Approximation 
 
The high frequency approxim ation is achieve d by W C (as a pde) by restricting the 
dissipation and contraction to the tangentia l and normal directions respectively. The 
incident wave propagation with a knife edge  in the path h as a sidewar d dissipation 
when computed using the equation, 
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As explained in Section 4.2, the nonlinear te rm acts as dissipati on in the tangential 
direction to generate smooth wave fronts. Due to this effect, the arrival times start to 
bend as the wave encounters the edge, as shown in Figure 5.4. Even though this 
looks like diffraction, it actually is produced  by dissipation from  the confinem ent 
term to maintain the smooth field for φ . 
 
The scalar function can be treated as a wave  packet, which can be used to propagate 
other variables such as direction, as de monstrated in Section 5.1. This allows WC t o 
capture the resulting incident wave pr oduced by a knife edge without num erical 
spreading. The equation used for the high frequency approximation is 
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where xs and ys  are propagated as described in Section 5.1, the com ponents of the 
normal direction are x yn s= −  and y xn s= . These waves obey the principles of  
























Figure 5.5: Arrival times for knife edge. 
(a) Incident field it  





The arrival tim es of incident field, it , are com puted using the relation given in 
equation (5.1). It can be seen in Fi gure 5.5a that a sharp shadow boundary is 
generated.  
 
The edge wave is p ropagated fro m a point source placed on the edge with the 
amplitude given by the incident field, iA . The arrival tim es of the diffracted wave, 
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The interference pattern  is com puted using the equation 5.11 and com pared to the 
Fresnel far field approxim ation [30]. The intensity ratio, 
0I
I , for planes, 62i =  and 
68i =  is shown in Figure 5.6a and Figure 5.6b respectiv ely. It can be seen that the 
results agree closely with the Fresnel far field approximation.  
 
 
5.3 Paraxial Approximation 
 
Paraxial ap proximation is an  app roximation to the  m ulti-directional Helm holtz 
equation for long range propagation, which is valid in the lim it of small angles with 
the horizontal. At very long distances, the field of i mportance propagates at angles 
close to a s ingle preferred/paraxial direction. This approximation was introduced by 
Leontovich and Fock [33] in the 1940s to treat diffraction effects. It p lays a very  
important role in radio wave propagation in atm osphere and ha s been extensively 
used in capturing interfer ence. In spite of being ad vantageous in long range 
propagation problems, it fails to capture the effects of back scattering. To solve near-
field problems, complicated transforms are applied to capture higher angles [6]. 
 
5.3.1 Standard Parabolic Equation  
 
For problems where the waves prop agate in  a narrow angle the standard parabolic 
equation (SPE) is a good frequency domain approximation [34]. It involves factoring 
out the rapidly varying part of the wave. Taking the main direction as x , it involves 
solving for the slowly varying function, ( , )u x y , which is re lated to the co mplex 








Figure 5.6: Interference pattern in the illuminated region 
(a) i = 68 





 ˆ ψ−= ikxu e  5.15
 
where ˆ 1= −i , k  is the wave number and ψ  satisfies the Helmholtz equation, 
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where n  is the local index of refraction. Fo r narrow propagation angles close to x  
the above equation operator can be approximated  for propagation in x . The equation 
to be solved is then, 
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Using first order Taylor expansions for the square root, the above equation for 
forward propagation is further reduced to standard parabolic equation as 
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The SPE solves the field by m arching plane after plane in x direction. Various  
schemes have been developed to extend the accuracy to propagation at greater angles 
[35] [36]. These either involve higher order expansions about horizontal, or breaking 
the problem into distinct pieces, each of which invol ves a relatively narrow angle 
about a particular direction. 
 
These exten sions apparently do no t resu lt in a true m ultidirectional method. The 
difficulty is increased for higher frequencies. If θ  is the angle of propagation and is 
not sm all, then the wa ve num ber will va ry ra pidly in  y . In that case,  îkxe  is no t 
factored out accurately and the paraxial approximation fails to work. Other problems 
are that multiple arrival times (from very different directions) cannot be treated and,  
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of course, there m ust be a dom inant pr opagation direction (or relatively sm all 
number of directions, one for each sector). 
 
5.3.2 Local Parabolic Equation (LPM) 
 
The newly developed L PM approximation involves the generalization of the above 
SPE m ethod to genera l, m ulti-directions. The  LPM will not be a higher ord er 
expansion about a single dir ection or a break-up of space into fixed, separate sectors 
to accommodate different directions: It will be radically different from other attempts 
to extend the SPE. In each region that the pulse passes through, amplitude and phase 
variables are updated as in the SP E, except that the direction is  normal to the local 
constant phase surface.  The directions used in  this app roximation are com puted 
using WC and are explained in Section 5.1. Unlike the conventional SP E method, a 
local coordinate system ( , )s n  where s is the variab le in pr opagation direction and  n 
is the variable in the norm al direction, is  used for this solution. To start with, 
equation (5.1) is transformed to ( , )s n coordinates as 
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= , ( )x ys xs ys= +  and ( )x yn xn yn= + . Now, the slowly varying 
function, u , is defined as 
 
 îksu e ψ−= . 5.21
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where the transformation equation for the Laplacian is 
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5.4 Propagation results for LPM 
 
As a f irst step, the LPM is used to c ompute plane wave propagation at high angles. 
For a single propagation di rection (but not restricted  to horizontal direction), 0A = , 
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The above equation can be solved using im plicit or explicit m ethods. It is checked 
that an iterated explicit m ethod converges  to the sam e solution as the im plicit 
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where ,i ju  at planes 1i =  and 2i =  are known (provided as in itial conditions) and is 
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The com ponents of direction s ( , )x ys s are pre-com puted using WC as explained in 





i j i je uψ = . 5.22
 
To validate the high angle propagation, a plane wave propagating at angle, 30θ =  is 
computed and com pared to the ex act so lution. Com putations are perf ormed on a 
128×128 grid. The real part of the complex amplitude, ψ ,  is plotted at a distance of   
6000λ  and shown in Figure 5.7a . The wavele ngth used for this com putation is 
25
xλ Δ= . It can be seen that the LPM resu lts m atch well with the exact solution. 
Equation 5.12 is also used to solv e the  interf erence be tween two plane  waves a t 
angles 60θ =  and 60.06θ =  respectively. The pre-com puted directions used for this 
purpose are the mean directions computed using WC. For example, the mean angle is 
60.03 degrees for the present case, which is  close to both angles. The reason for 
concentrating on waves close to a dominant direction at a point is that at long ranges, 
the interference is on ly signif icant when th e rays are very clos e to each other. The 
interference pattern is computed for xλ = Δ  and plotted for a plane 6000λ  from the 
initial plane. The results are com pared to the exact results as shown in Figure 5.7b. 
When equation (5.21) is used to solve for propagation in negative angles, the 
solution diverges, which can be shown in Fi gure 5.8a. This is because of the use of  
downwind value in ( )1, 1, 1i j i ju u+ + −− . To overcom e this problem , the difference 
operator is m ade dependent on the direction of  propagation such that only upwind 
values are used for the com putation (whi ch has a sim ilar approach as  Jam eson’s 
rotated difference scheme for transonic flow [37]). This is even more important when 
there are varying propagating directions as in the cylindrical wave shown in Figure 
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Figure 5.7 : Plane wave propagation at higher angles 
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(a) 30θ = , 0.04dxλ = , 6000x λ=  











Figure 5.8: Propagation in negative angles 
(a) Using equation 5.21 
(b)  Using equation 5.21 along with equation 5.23 
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Using equation (5.23), any angle is accomm odated with no unstable behavior. In 
Figure 5.8b, reduced function, u for plane waves propagating in angles 60θ = −  and 
60.06θ = −  is shown. It can be seen that the solution is stab le and matches well with 
the exact solution. 
 
5.4.1 Single slit 
 
When a plane wave front passes through a narrow slit, sideward propagation into the 
shadow region is observed as shown in Figure 5.9a. T his occurs due to the 
diffraction, which is explained in S ection 5.2.  LPM is used to capture the effects of 
diffraction f rom a single slit. According to  Huygens principle, each point on the 
aperture acts as a source for a secondary wa ve front. The interference between all of 
these sources produce the diffraction pattern. For a very narrow slit of width b λ<< , 
the slit its elf acts as one point sou rce and produces a cylindrical wave. If b λ>> , a 
bright spo t as wide as slit is produ ced and gro ws as it pro pagates awa y f rom slit. 
When the s lit siz e is c omparable to th e wavelength, an interf erence pattern is  
produced due to diffraction. In this secti on, diffraction computation using LPM are 
quantitatively investigated.  
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where 1,j i juδ +  and 1,j i juδ +  are com puted according to the special logic described in  
Section 5.4. In equation (5.24), A, C and E  are com puted as given below equation 
(5.15). Interference pattern for a single slit of width, 30b λ=  is computed and plotted 
for the plane, 120x λ= . The solution from LPM matches well with the exact solution 













Figure 5.9:  Single slit diffraction 
(a) Demonstration of diffraction phenomena 









The wave equation  is  accurately  solved  us ing the newly develo ped, W ave 
Confinement method, which includes the realis tic effects such as varying index of 
refraction, scattering from com plex object s and interference. Unlike conventional  
Eulerian schemes, WC does not suffer fr om numerical dissipation and the properties 
such as total am plitude and centroid are conserved. It generates wave equation 
solutions as thin solitary waves that can pe rsist on the grid indefinitely. WC involves 
a nonlinear term  in t he propagation equation, unlike the original linear wave  
equation. However, th is nonlinear term  in the WC does not produces  am plitude 
exchange or phase shift duri ng wave collisions. After coll ision, the waves take their 
correct speed and form after a sho rt relaxation time. Also, the interactions behave in 
the same way in any dimension. This is an important property in capturing the effects 
of focusing, multiple scattering and all the cases wher e many waves simultaneously 
meet at a point. 
 
WC has been shown to capture caustic re gions with no additional steps in the 
computation process. It is also observed that WC in combination with Ray Tracing is 
accurate. This led to a new approxim ation called Eulerian/Lagrang ian Transition .  
The smooth transition is observed even when  there are irregular boundaries.  In spite 
of having a nonlinear term  in WC, t he waves are observed to focus with no shift in 
centroid pos itions. WC is also show n to generate sm ooth scattered su rfaces during 
reflection from  com plex objects, preventing the need  to u se com plicated ad aptive 
grids. These obj ects ar e immersed i n a Ca rtesian grid with no grid refinement and 
complex logic. This is d ue to the  confinement term being dif fusive in the  tangential 
direction, keeping th e scattered field sm ooth with no  stair-casing effects. W C can 
also accommodate very small objects compared to the physical domain, and does not 
require fine grids, unlike conventional Eulerian schemes. This is an important feature 
in electromagnetic wave propagation in the atmosphere when complex surfaces such 




Another important property of WC is its cap ability to cap ture the ef fects of varying 
index of refraction efficiently. This is an important feature in studying the effects of 
varying medium properties. Exam ples include evaporation or surface ducts (form ed 
in atm osphere due to vari ations in density, tem perature, etc), ionospheric ducts 
(formed in the ionosphere due to variations in electron  density). These ducts can 
form caustic regions, multiple scattering etc. The confinement term is shown to treat 
such effects accurately and it is validated usin g Lagrangian m ethod, which is an 
exact solution in high f requency approximation.  W ave propagation across m ultiple 
grid interfaces is also proved to be accurate with no anomalous reflections. This will 
allow WC to use fine grids around an antenna  and coarser grids in the f ar field. For 
the tested  g rid ratios, th e transfer of am plitude across the interface is s hown to be 
accurate. 
 
WC is shown to accurately generate contour s of constant arrival tim es as the wave 
passes a grid point. The scalar function propa gated using WC can also be used as a 
carrier wave to propagate directions al ong with the wave. This allows efficient 
computation of the propagation directions. The properties propagated with the scalar 
function be have the s ame way as the sca lar f unction itse lf during m ultiple 
interactions. Using the  pr opagated directions, the wa ve solution in the high 
frequency approximation can be computed. W hen the wave encounters an edge, this 
will prevent sideward bending of the waves into the shadow region due to num erical 
diffusion. Using Keller’s GTD along with W C, the diffraction pattern from  a kni fe 
edge is computed and is shown to m atch quite well with the Fresn el f ar f ield 
approximation. 
 
The local parabolic m ethod is develope d, which can compute propagation at any 
angle. It is an extension to the existing parabolic equation, which is confined to one 
preferred direction. Computations to simulate propagation at higher angles and single 
slit d iffractions are don e and valid ated usi ng the exact an alytical rela tions. Many  
computations are perform ed for a num ber of test cas es and validated to check 
accuracy. The numerical properties of WC have to be well understood before using it 
for engineering applications. All the requi red validations have been perfor med for  
this new method to check the accuracy in  actual complex conditions. WC still need s 
to be validated for propagation and interf erence effects for overlapp ing waves. As 
the pulsewidth will be relatively large compared to the wavelength in high frequency 
propagation, work has to be done to com pute such effects within the wave. A m ore 
difficult, but widely studied challenge is the inverse scattering phenomena. This will 
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